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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is composed of two methodologically distinct segments placed in dialogue            

with each other. 

The first portion consists of a traditional written document in which I investigative the              

development of women’s hockey. To begin, I organize a timeline of historical events that have               

influenced the growth of the sport. This transitions to a case study of the National Women’s                

Hockey League, a new salary-granting North American women’s league, and some of its star              

players. I propose that these particular athletes represent how women’s hockey has succeeded in              

engaging untapped audiences and by embracing the diverse identities of its stars. To conclude, I               

predict what women’s hockey may look like in coming decades as its global impact expands.               

This portion is accompanied by an interactive digital timeline that visualizes the chronology of              

women’s hockey. 

The second portion consists of a creative portfolio of materials that I will be using to                

produce a documentary about the NWHL. It consists of a one-sheet outlining the concept and               

goals, a line-item budget, and a short video trailer that I have produced and edited. Additionally,                

it is accompanied by a process document in which I reflect on my creative process and identify                 

my next steps in moving forward as a producer.  
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INTRODUCTION 

I consider myself lucky to say that I grew up in a place where hockey mattered. I should                  

clarify that this isn’t a compliment - I don’t mean that in the sense of hockey being one of the                    

best sports in the world, though I could argue that point for hours. What I mean to say is that in                     

the United States, hockey is barely holding on to its status as the fourth most popular                

professional sport, and despite significant expansion efforts in recent decades, there are countless             

major cities in the U.S. that don’t play host to a team at all. I was born and raised in Pittsburgh,                     

Pennsylvania, home of the four-time National Hockey League (NHL) champions the Pittsburgh            

Penguins, which has surpassed the city’s football team to become the most popular sports team               

amongst millennials in the region. To have grown up in a city with a team that has hoisted the                   

Stanley Cup twice in my lifetime? That’s pure luck. 

As a hockey fan, I’m desperately aware of the limitations the sport carries and the way                

it’s been known to exclude entire population groups. It’s very white, it’s very male, and it’s quite                 

costly, so it has become largely upper-middle-class. As a woman, I knew that there wasn’t really                

a place for girls on the ice while I was growing up. In 2015 the National Women’s Hockey                  

League (NWHL) was founded, and for the first time in my life I felt like change was possible. A                   

revolutionary concept: women were going to be paid to play hockey professionally for the first               

time in North American history. Soon after I got my hopes up, they were nearly dashed - the                  

NWHL has consistently struggled with publicity and funding, and though it recently concluded             

its second season, the debate about whether it will survive its third carries on. What could a                 

league like this mean for a generation of girls who dreamed of playing for the NHL and were                  

shut out before they’d even turned ten? What will it mean if it goes away? 
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I myself certainly have no illusions of grandeur about being a hockey player someday.              

Even though I grew up a fan of the game, my overall underwhelming athleticism ensured that I’d                 

never ice skated before embarking on this project (though thanks to these women I’ve been               

inspired to try, and I’ve still got the bruises to prove it). Comparatively, the women who I’ve                 

detailed in this project have won dozens of gold and silver medals for their international               

performances, and have been skating since before they could walk. I know that the formation of                

a professional women’s league won’t be an opportunity for me per se, but it will be an                 

opportunity for a generation of daughters who won’t have to grow up wondering if they’ll have a                 

career in sports after college, or even where they fit into the world of hockey. 

What I can do is make a film, and that’s my goal. I believe in the NWHL’s commitment                  

to changing the conversation about what hockey can be and who can play. Specifically, I believe                

that this league will largely shape the path to professional success not just for female athletes, but                 

for transgender athletes and hockey players of color. In preparing this thesis, I’m setting out to                

produce a documentary that will showcase the herculean efforts of the women within the league               

to secure a place for themselves in the world of professional hockey, and perhaps more               

importantly, to build a foundation for future generations of women who will redefine what it               

means to be a hockey player. 
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CHAPTER ONE: THE HISTORY OF WOMEN’S HOCKEY 

The collective historical knowledge of the beginning of women’s hockey is           

underdeveloped ignored, underreported, and at times even contradictory. Putting together a           

detailed historical timeline of the birth of the sport requires consulting underdeveloped            

encyclopedic articles from sources with varying agendas, resulting in a confused and poorly             

understood history. Currently, professional female hockey players in North America have two            

possible leagues in which they can play: the Canadian Women’s Hockey League (CWHL) and              

the National Women’s Hockey League (NWHL). Understanding how these leagues came to be,             

as well as the constraints on professional opportunities for women’s hockey players that have              

guided their development, requires examining the earliest recorded iterations of the sport. 

To this day, sports historians have been unable to reach a consensus regarding exactly              

when women’s hockey officially emerged on its own for the first time. Nancy Theberge, citing               

historian Brian McFarlane, writes in the introduction of her book Higher Goals: Women's Ice              

Hockey and the Politics of Gender that the first recorded game was played in Ottawa in 1891.                 

Author Jamie Fitzpatrick’s primer of women’s hockey notes that the Canadian Hockey            

Association recognizes the first women’s hockey game as having taken place in 1892 in Barrie,               

Ontario. However, Fitzpatrick also observes that the NHL recognizes the earliest women’s            

hockey game as having occurred three years earlier in Ottawa between two teams known as the                

Government House and the Rideau Ladies. While any one of these games could be argued as the                 

having been the very first, it’s likely that the 1889 game can indeed claim the title, as its                  

occurrence was documented in a local newspaper and featured information regarding the            

historical lineup (McFarlane 9). 
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One of the players on the winning Government House team was Lady Isobel Stanley, the               

daughter of Lord Stanley of Preston, who helped to lead her team to victory (McFarlane 9). Her                 

father, the general governor of Canada, was an avid hockey fan and is widely known for his 1892                  

donation of the original Stanley Cup, a trophy awarded annually to the champion of the National                

Hockey League and a cherished icon within the sport. The National Women’s Hockey League              

(NWHL) has honored Lady Isobel by naming their championship trophy the Isobel Cup, which              

has been awarded twice since the league’s establishment in 2015. 

Throughout the 1920s and 30s, the popularity of women’s hockey grew and its legitimacy              

in the sports world was encouraged by the development of university and club teams in both                

Canada and the United States (Theberge 2). The International Ice Hockey Federation (IIHF)             

notes in its timeline that the first women’s games that took place in the United States began in                  

the early 1920s. In 1921, the Pacific Coast Hockey Association brought together three women’s              

teams for the first-ever women’s championship, won by the Vancouver Amazons (Cuerto).            

Though in some communities the popularity of women’s hockey rivaled that of men’s, the start               

of World War I brought forth a period of stalled growth and a decline in popularity that persisted                  

through the end of World War II. (Theberge 2; Cuerto; IIHF). Immediately after the war, the                

sport was rebranded as a male-dominant sport, and women’s hockey fell by the wayside for               

many years. It wasn’t until the 1960s that a concentrated effort to revive the sport took place                 

across Canada by targeting communities in which club teams and leagues could be reinstated              

(Theberge 2). Soon, women’s hockey began to pop up on college campuses across America,              

with the first full team being introduced by Brown University in 1964. In the U.S., the                
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introduction of Title IX of the United States Education Amendments in 1972 largely contributed              

to the introduction of women’s hockey teams to colleges. (Cuerto) 

Despite the exhaustive efforts taken to carve out a place for women in hockey, female               

athletes faced the challenge of minimal opportunity for international play for decades. In the late               

1980s, international invitationals began to take place for national teams in Europe, and in 1990               

the IIHF hosted the first World Women’s Championship in Ottawa, with Canada taking home              

the gold. Following the attention from these tournaments, women’s hockey was recognized as an              

Olympic sport in 1992, but the first competition didn’t take place until the convening of the 1998                 

Winter Games in Nagano, Japan, which saw the United States take the inaugural gold medal               

(“Women’s Hockey Enters Olympics”). The Canadian Women’s National Hockey Team has           

won gold at every convention since. Women’s hockey in the Olympics has caused some              

controversy in the last decade due to accusations that the competition is lopsided and therefore               

unfair, seeing the North American teams outscore their European counterparts at rates as high as               

36-1. Officials within the sport have suggested that a larger investment in women’s hockey,              

particularly in nations that are still developing the sport, needs to be made in order to see more                  

balanced international play (Lee). 

Today’s NHL has been critiqued for its apparent disinterest in promoting individual stars             

that excel on their teams. Journalist Dave Lozo reported on comments made by the NHL’s               

Deputy Commissioner Bill Daly on the weekend of the league’s annual All-Star Game, which              

hosts a tournament of many popular players from the league. “Our sport is the ultimate team                

sport. The players who play it, play it as a team and are somewhat uncomfortable with individual                 

spotlights,” Daly told reporters. “We've learned that really what drives fans' interests is really              
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interest in the product. Our primary focus is and has to be the quality of the product on the ice                    

every night and marketing the quality of the product on the ice every night. That involves a lot of                   

individual stars, great players, but they are part of teams. I think we've come to recognize that                 

and really feel that's the best way to sell the sport." Lozo offered a scathing critique of Daly’s                  

tone-deafness, writing, “Daly is doubling down on fans wanting to watch teams, not individuals,              

in spite of two decades' worth of evidence that it's not working... The culture of hockey beats any                  

sort of personality out of a player as soon as he puts on skates as a child, and if that personality                     

survives into adulthood, that player is treated like a pariah.” He also points out that other                

American professional leagues like the National Football League and Major League Baseball            

emphasize their star players, who are often amongst the highest-scoring athletes on their rosters;              

“You'd have to have your head buried so low to fail to see how team sports have been and                   

always will be driven by stars,” he noted. Instead, the NHL’s public relations strategy typically               

relies on selling the teams as a unit, which often choose to forge their own collective identities,                 

perhaps as either especially fast or gritty teams. Unlike celebrated athletes in other sports, few               

NHL players are recognized as being especially charismatic, and in many cases are seen as just                

the opposite. The best example is Sidney Crosby, a star forward for the Pittsburgh Penguins who                

is one of the highest-paid athletes in professional hockey and whose jersey the NHL notes has                

been among the best-selling since the start of his career in 2005, indicating a huge fan following.                 

However, he’s exceptionally private, has never maintained a social media presence and has             

impressively avoided even minor scandals. Lozo says of Crosby: “Crosby is fine. He’s normal.              

He may be secretly weird or funny but he has no reason to reveal his true self when there are                    

cameras around... For every Peyton Manning and Brandon Marshall, people that are naturally             
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engaging and fun, there are 98 Sidney Crosbys. Athletes being boring is a true “athletes are just                 

like us” phenomenon.” 

This hasn’t been the case with the women’s game. The development of women’s hockey              

demonstrates how the individual efforts of stars can be invaluable in more ways than one. The                

Hockey Hall of Fame (HHoF) has compiled a list of notable women in hockey that features                

many foundational women who went above and beyond for the development of the sport.              

Though the list is sparse by nature, those who are included are very much stars in their own right.                   

One of the first women to do so was Hilda Ranscombe, whose listing in the Cambridge Sports                 

Hall of Fame goes as far to suggest that she “was regarded in her time as the greatest female                   

hockey player in the world [and] might even have been the greatest female hockey player of all                 

time.” Born in 1913, Ranscombe was a right-wing forward, and although statistics weren’t kept              

for women’s hockey during the years in which she played, encyclopedic entries indicate that she               

was regarded as the best to have hit the ice in the 1930s. She was a member of the Preston                    

Rivulettes, one of the earliest women’s hockey teams, which itself is legendary for having been               

estimated to have lost only three of the 350 games in which the team played over its decade of                   

existence. Despite her frequently stating that “the whole team was the most valuable player,”              

Ranscombe’s individual nominations for awards in both sportsmanship and excellence indicate           

that her star power was essential in the early development of women’s hockey. 

Alongside Ranscombe, the HHoF recognizes several women majorly contributed in the           

early years of women’s hockey. Hazel McCallion became the first professional female hockey             

player in the early 1930s when she began earning $5 per game played with one of Montreal’s                 

three women’s teams. Bobbi Rosenfeld, an Austrian-born Canadian multi-athlete who was           
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known as “the superwoman of ladies’ hockey,” was also a breakout star and has often been                

recognized for the veracity of her athleticism. College goaltender Elizabeth Graham is credited             

as being the first hockey player of any gender to wear a facemask, donning a fencing mask for a                   

game in 1927 a full three years before any NHL goaltenders would do so. The fact that these                  

women are remembered for their work despite the names of the teams for which they played                

often being lost indicates the value of individual achievements. 

In later years, women’s hockey has often relied on individual players who have had to               

break into the men’s teams in order to promote the skill of their sister athletes.The first woman to                  

ever break into the National Hockey League at all was Manon Rhéaume, a Canadian goaltender               

who in 1992 first became the first woman to ever try out for an NHL team before subsequently                  

also becoming the first to sign a contract with as a free agent with the Tampa Bay Lightning.                  

Most memorably, she was first woman to ever play a game with the league, and to this day is                   

still the only woman to have done so. Whatever Happened To-- ?: Catching Up with Canadian                

Icons by Mark Kearney and Randy Ray reveals that Rhéaume only ever played two exhibition               

games with the Lightning, but her noteable time on the ice started the conversation about               

whether women could be successful within the NHL. Jim Nill, who in 2011 was the assistant                

general manager for the Detroit Red Wings, spoke to espnW’s Dana Wakiji about the future of                

female athletes in his league, saying that goaltenders like Rheaume might be the only women               

who could keep up. “It's nothing against women, it's just you're dealing with human nature,               

there's only so much you can do,” Nill said. “That's why a goaltender would have a better                 

chance.” Nill, who today is the general manager for the Dallas Stars, makes a fair point.                

Rhéaume played at only 5’7” and 130 pounds; according to an informal study in 2010 by an                 
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SBSports user, the average height and weight of an NHL goalie is 6’2” and 198.5 pounds.                

Though goalies tend to be engaged less in the more physical aspects of hockey like checking and                 

fighting, it’s fair to say that size can be an advantage for goalies when it comes to blocking shots.                   

As such, women may indeed face a disadvantage in goaltending positions as well as in skating                

positions, where many already believe they can’t keep up. 

Perhaps the most well-known woman to have ever played is Hayley Wickenheiser. Often             

referred to as the best women’s hockey player of all time, Wickenheiser’s international             

performance is consistently outstanding. She is tied with two of her own teammates for the most                

Olympic gold medals of any Canadian athlete with four; additionally, she boasts 7 gold medals               

from the IIHF Women’s World Championships, which resulted in her acting as the face of               

Canadian women’s international play for decades. Wickenheiser is also famous for being the first              

woman to score in a professional men’s hockey game, which she did in 2003 as a center with HC                   

Salamat of Finland’s second-division hockey league. Nevertheless, she doesn’t believe women           

are likely to ever break into the NHL in a substantive way. “No, I don't think it's realistic,"                  

Wickenheiser told Dana Wakiji of espnW in 2011. "To play an 82-game season at the NHL level,                 

with the size of the players and the speed, it would be very, very tough. Being on the European                   

ice, the bigger ice surface, made it a little easier. It was less physical. It would be pretty tough                   

[for women] to play at the NHL level." 

As these individuals continued to excel despite the difficulties they faced in trying to              

break into the men’s leagues, their efforts to create a professional women’s league only began to                

coalesce in the late 1990s. The first major women’s league to have any significant success was                

the original National Women’s Hockey League (NWHL). From 1999 to 2007, the former             
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NWHL was managed by the Ontario Women’s Hockey Association and was composed at any              

given time of anywhere between eight and twelve teams, though frequent changes to team names               

and divisions makes it difficult to tell. For nearly a decade the league persisted as a brave attempt                  

to merge several semi-professional women’s leagues, including the Western Women’s Hockey           

League (WWHL), but eventually folded largely due to high costs of operation and tension              

amongst team owners. Several teams carried on as part of the Canadian Women’s Hockey              

League (CWHL), which was formed in 2007. The CWHL consists of four Canadian teams (two               

in Ontario, one in Quebec, and one in Alberta) as well as one American team located in Boston,                  

MA. The league boasts official partnerships with many Canadian NHL teams, resulting in             

similarities in logos and team names that have arguably increased the league’s popularity.             

However, it has caused some controversy in that it has not paid its players a salary (it does offer                   

them health insurance, travel costs and some funds toward equipment) but maintains that it hopes               

to do so at the start of the 2017-2018 season, claiming that having taken ten years to build up                   

funding sources and a larger fanbase will put them in a better position to pay their athletes. Until                  

2015, the CWHL was the only remaining professional women’s league in North America. 

That year, a new league also known as the National Women’s Hockey League was              

founded, which is unaffiliated with the former Canadian league of the same name. The new               

NWHL recently concluded its second full season of play. The league is comprised of four teams:                

the New York Riveters, located in Newark, NJ; the Buffalo Beauts, located in Buffalo, NY; the                

Boston Pride, located in Boston, MA; and the Connecticut Whale, located in Northford, CT. The               

league itself is headquartered in New York and was founded by Dani Rylan, a former NCAA                

women’s hockey player and the current commissioner of the league. It is notable for being the                
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first league to have offered its players a salary from its very first season, despite questions about                 

the sustainability of their business model. 

Following the dissolution of the WWHL in the early 2010s, the only remaining active              

team is the Minnesota Whitecaps, which plays independently in exhibition matches against            

teams from both the CWHL and the NWHL. Noora Raty, a Finnish national goaltender who               

previously played for the University of Minnesota’s women’s ice hockey team, played one game              

with the Whitecaps before returning to her native Finland to join a men’s league. She had this to                  

say about the future of the Whitecaps in an era of two major North American women’s leagues:                 

“I think it was smart for [the Whitecaps] to stay independent this year to see which league can                  

get a little better and which league is smarter for them to join... I wish someday the American                  

league and the Canadian league they would play together, not to compete against each other. I                

think it’s bad that they are right now going their separate way... I hope to see that they might get                    

along and put all the teams together and get a bigger pro league.” Unfortunately, the leagues are                 

unlikely to unite any time soon. Notwithstanding the philosophical differences between the older,             

more established CWHL and the newer NWHL, the teams already have bad blood between them. 

However, the future of the league remains in some doubt. On February 3rd, 2017, the               

NWHL announced that it would be concluding its second season earlier than anticipated and as a                

result would be reformatting and shortening its playoff schedule. In a press release, the league               

attributed this decision to the need to let athletes who are asked to join to their national teams                  

prepare for the Women’s World Championships in April. “One of the primary missions of the               

NWHL is to help women realize Olympic dreams and national team aspirations, so concluding              

our season prior to the World Championships is the right thing to do,” said Commissioner Rylan                
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in her statement. “We always want to be supportive of our national team players, so we’re glad                 

to have worked something out with the player reps. In the end, we all want what’s best for                  

women’s hockey, and you’ll see that in the sprint to this year’s Isobel Cup and in the coming                  

seasons of the NWHL.” Rylan’s words certainly seem promising, if not simply because they              

indicate that the league is consulting with players more before making significant administrative             

decisions; it will become clear that this is not always the case.. 

The statement also detailed the league’s plans for their third season and explicitly states              

that NWHL will not be ceasing operations at the end of this season. Nevertheless, journalists like                

Kate Cimini of Vice Sports who have closely followed the league since its formation have               

admitted that they are suspicious of how big a role the league’s financial troubles played in the                 

decision. When rumors of a shortened season began to circulate, Cimini tweeted, “Doesn’t bode              

well for the continued existence of the #NWHL.” Referring to the press release’s mention of a                

5% growth in girl’s hockey players in the U.S. as a motivation for possibly expanding the league                 

next season, Cimini later added, “To add a section that addressed expansion, when it can't even                

pay its players right now, and has had to add an "attendance bonus" to make up for the slashed                   

salaries seems both tone-deaf and a distraction from its current problems. I imagine the front               

office felt it would show it was taking the NWHL's longevity seriously but instead comes off as                 

frustratingly off-mark.” 
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CHAPTER TWO: CASE STUDY OF THE NATIONAL WOMEN’S HOCKEY LEAGUE  

As a result of the formation of the NWHL, potential players must now make the choice                

between two schools of philosophy when deciding to join the CWHL or the NWHL: they must                

either be willing to go unpaid for the sake of investing in the development of the sport, or they                   

must demand to be compensated for their labor. This has reintroduced the discussion of wage               

equality in women’s sports that generated significant traction from the efforts of the U.S.              

women’s national soccer team to achieve equal pay and will undoubtedly help guide the              1

conversation of how we value women’s labor in coming years. 

Upon its establishment in 2015, the NWHL wasn’t shy about the fact that it hoped that its                 

promise of a salary, however small, would encourage players who were currently in the              

Canadian league to defect. “I feel like leaving the Canadian Women’s Hockey League for the               

American league — pretty much, it kind of says something,” said Boston Pride forward Rachel               

Llanes in a 2015 interview with The New York Times’s Seth Berkman. Llanes, who previously               

played for the Boston Blades of the CWHL, said that the new league’s ability to compensate her                 

was a significant factor in her choice to leave, adding, “But, I mean, girls want to get paid. If                   

there’s another option, why not?” Blake Bolden, one of Llanes’ teammates with the Blades,              

agreed, telling Beakman, “Obviously, [the announcement of a new women’s hockey league]            

means people care, the game is growing, and people think it’s important enough for women to                

get paid while playing hockey. So this is all great. I can’t wait to see what happens in the future.”                    

Bolden would also leave the Blades for the Pride. 

1 In May 2016, several prominent members of the  the U.S. National Women’s Soccer Team filed a 
federal complaint against U.S. Soccer with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission alleging that 
they are being dramatically underpaid compared to the men’s team, who they outperformed regularly and 
who brought in significantly less money than the women’s team. 
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Before the NWHL dropped the puck for its very first season, the league held its inaugural                

draft in Boston on June 20th, 2015. Unlike many other draft processes in professional sports, the                

NWHL didn’t ask prospective players to enter their names for the draft, nor were they required                

to consent to the draft as the selections were not legally binding in any way. As a result, players                   

retained significant autonomy when choosing whether or not to join the new league, with some               

draftees even signing with teams other than those which held their rights and many not joining at                 

all. Additionally, the league has revised its draft rules for the coming season, establishing a               

process through which athletes may submit themselves for the draft rather than producing their              

own list of candidates. This process is unlike many other draft procedures in professional sports               

and is especially suited to the realities of professional female athletes. The average salary in the                

NWHL is $15,000 per year; in order to achieve a living wage, athletes must often take on a                  

second job and would reasonably need to factor that into their decision when selecting a city to                 

reside in after completing college. 

Interestingly, the possibility of a salary for CWHL has returned to the forefront of the               

conversation about women’s hockey as of late. The league’s hope has always been that growing               

the sport, which is also a central part of the NHL’s philosophy, will allow the CWHL to become                  

a stable, centrally-funded league that can provide players with full salaries in the future as a                

result of a genuine cultural interest in and support of women’s hockey. It seems to be working -                  

according to Matt Larkin with The Hockey News, the league’s fanbase has been growing over the                

years, and doubled between between 2013 and 2015 to over 40,000 views of its broadcast and                

streamed content. Though forgotten by some, the Canadian league stated in its founding             

documents that it hoped to build a sustainable funding model over ten seasons, meaning that by                
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the time the league could pay its players a salary, it would never have to stop doing so. Ten years                    

have passed since this promise was made, and reporters and fans alike have begun to speculate                

whether the commencement of the 2017-2018 season could be the first time Canadian league              

players will receive paychecks. 

This seems especially prescient given the NWHL’s conspicuous financial problems that           

ultimately necessitated a salary cut. The latter wants to grow the sport as well - but must faster,                  

and perhaps less sustainably in regard to business development. Without a clear central funding              

model, the American league can’t be sure it’s always going to be around, and to make the                 

promise of funding to players was certainly a risk. However, what it can do is offer players a                  

salary now for work that they’re doing today, which is appreciated by those who subscribe to the                 

idea that it’s necessary to be paid for one’s work to survive rather than wait out an unpaid                  

investment period. 

Despite the focus of these two leagues on the development of women’s hockey in the               

United States, the sport has a niche in many international markets as well. In Europe, the                

European Women’s Hockey League (EWHL) was created in 2004 by the International Ice             

Hockey Federation (IIHF), and it is unclear whether they can offer salaries to their players,               

though an IIHF interview with Arto Sieppi, the Finnish Ice Hockey Association’s director of              

coaching, suggests that they do not. However, there are fewer spots for North American players,               

where the sport is inarguably the most developed even compared to professional men’s leagues.              

Additionally, going without pay is often prohibitive for players who want to develop             
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professionally because they will often need to maintain a second paying job to pay for the cost of                  

living, leaving less time for training and competitive play .  2

The majority of NWHL have unofficial partnerships with men’s league teams in the             

United States. The Riveters have ties with the two NHL teams of New York, the Rangers and the                  

Islanders, and Pride is affiliated with the league’s Boston Bruins. The Beauts are connected with               

the NHL’s Sabres - the two teams even share a playing facility. Subsequently, the NHL teams                

have promoted special training camps for female players, allocated practice times to the times              

and drawn attention to their game schedules on social media in hopes of bolstering public               

opinion of the sport amongst fans of the men’s leagues. Within the CWHL, three teams have                

official partnerships with men’s league teams which are located in their cities: the Calgary              

Inferno, partnered with the Calgary Flames; Les Canadiennes de Montreal, partnered with Les             

Canadiens de Montreal; and the Toronto Furies partnered with the Toronto Maple Leafs. 

However, any partnerships with individual NHL teams seemed doomed from the start,            

being that the NHL has already made its position on actually supporting the women’s leagues               

very clear. In 2016 spokesman for the league told The New York Times that while the NHL                 

supports women’s hockey as an athletic pursuit, it has “always questioned the viability of two               

professional women’s leagues and the sustainability of the current business model.” The            

implication is that if the CWHL and the NWHL were to merge, perhaps more support in the form                  

of financial contributions could be negotiated. This is likely false, as the NHL provided              

2 This is also the case in the North American leagues. In order to earn a living wage, many players have 
full-time jobs in addition to playing professionally. As such, the NWHL hosts practices twice a week in 
the evening sand schedules games for weekends, usually 18 per season before playoffs begin. 
Comparatively, the NHL hosts practices nearly every day and schedules 82 games per year before 
playoffs. 
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negligible financial support to the CWHL when it was the only women’s league in North               

America despite their official partnerships, which were only significantly useful in terms of             

advertising and attracting fans. Furthermore, the women’s leagues are not necessarily friendly to             

each other and already have one city (Boston) with a team from each league, making a merger                 

especially unlikely. In response to the announcement of the NWHL, the Canadian league             

released a statement on March 26th, 2015 saying that it would be “taking all necessary steps and                 

measures to protect its interests” and reiterated its intention to expand women’s hockey in North               

America. The severe tone of the statement isn’t necessarily unwarranted - since the NWHL              

opened its free agency period in May 2015, several players have defected from the northern               

league in hopes of earning a salary for their performance, however small it may be. 

However, despite difficulties in partnering with the NHL, the NWHL has moved forward             

in establishing professional relationships with organizations that represent the league’s          

commitment to building a welcoming and inclusive community. One of the most important             

partnerships that the NWHL has forged since its inaugural season is with the You Can Play                

Project, a nonprofit organization that promotes equality for athletes of varying genders and             

sexual orientations. The campaign was predicated by the tragic death of Brendan Burke, the son               

of influential general manager Brian Burke. Brendan was a student of hockey management and              

was openly gay, frequently discussing his experience quitting hockey as a child due to fear that                

he’d be forced out of the closet to facilitate a dialogue about homophobia in professional hockey.                

His father and brother Patrick went on to found You Can Play on March 4th, 2012, with Brian                  

Kitts and Glenn Witman, who are members of an amateur hockey team for gay men known as                 

GForce Sports. The project states is mission as “work[ing] to guarantee that athletes are given a                
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fair opportunity to compete, judged by other athletes and fans alike, and only by what they                

contribute to the sport or their team’s success.” The campaign’s emphasis on promoting the skill,               

work ethic and competitiveness of an LGBT athlete rather than advocating for tolerance for its               

own sake, while arguably not the typical strategy of LGBT activist groups, has struck a chord                

within the professional sports community in a major way. As of 2017, You Can Play has                

formalized partnerships with five leagues in the United States and Canada including the NWHL,              

with whom the project partnered in August 2016 at the start of the league’s second season. 

“The NWHL is committed to promoting LGBT equality and the respect of all of our               

athletes, fans, coaches, and staff,” said Commissioner Dani Rylan in a press release announcing              

the partnership. “Alongside the NHL, AHL, and CWHL, the hockey community can proudly say              

we are the most inclusive professional sport in the world,” she added. The NWHL is only the                 

second women’s league with which You Can Play has established a partnership, which the              

campaign acknowledged. “Our partnership with the NWHL is extremely significant and sends a             

powerful message to athletes, young women in particular, that hockey is a place of respect and                

inclusion,” stated Anna Aagenes, Vice President of Program Development & Community           

Relations for You Can Play. “The NWHL has already broken barriers to promote women’s              

equality in sports and will continue to do so as the first US women’s professional sports league                 

to partner with You Can Play. No matter who you are or who you love, the NWHL welcomes                  

you.” 

Within the professional hockey community, a partnership with You Can Play usually            

manifests itself in the form of special “Pride Nights” at particular games during the season,               

which emphasize the desire to promote inclusion of LGBT fans of hockey. Additionally,             
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especially devoted players will occasionally star in promotional public service announcements or            

use the campaign’s hashtag #YouCanPlay on their personal social media. Additionally, each            

team within the NWHL has selected a player to serve as the ambassador for the You Can Play                  

project: Emily Pfalzer of the Buffalo Beauts, Molly Engstrom of Connecticut Whale, Brittany             

Ott of Boston Pride, and Madison Packer of the New York Riveters. (The role of the                

ambassadors is currently unclear, but many have taken to social media to emphasize their              

personal commitment to the organization’s goals.) 

Nevertheless, partnerships with organizations like You Can Play aren’t accompanied with           

funds, and the NWHL is in desperate need of relationships with individuals or corporations who               

will invest in them. It’s still difficult to know to what extend the funding for the NWHL is                  

sustainable. After only two seasons, the league seems to be plagued by financial difficulties that               

have already resulted in publicized incidences of salary cuts for players. Rylan, who will admit               

that the league is funded by private donors, won’t go into detail about how much money the                 

league handles or who the donors are, and it’s impossible to know how they generate the                

majority of the funds they use to pay for player salaries and operations costs. After rumors of a                  

potential salary cut for players of up to 50%, many players shared a statement on social media                 

asking Rylan to identify the funders in hopes of understanding why the league was in such dire                 

straights. The statement also asked league administrators to agree to third-party accounting of             

finances for the NWHL in the future. Of course, the players themselves can’t be sure to whom                 

they’re making their plea, since Rylan has never publicly identified members of its board of               

governors and directors. Only one of the silent partners has been named - Joel Leonoff, a                

Canadian financial executive and the father of former Connecticut Whale goalie Jaimie Leonoff.             
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The extent of his contribution is still unclear, largely due to Jaimie’s season-ending injury in               

2016 preventing her from rejoining the league for a second season; it’s possible that his financial                

contributions ended when she left. “[The players] made that clear, that we need to rebuild some                

trust,” Rylan told Berkman at The New York Times in November 2016. “I think trust is a                 

two-way street. Even though [the salary cut] was an unfortunate set of circumstances, it might               

end up realigning us and putting us back on that path together.” 

The NWHL does have a player’s association, which much like a union advocates on              

behalf of the players when dealing with the league’s administration. However, unlike men’s             

leagues like the NHL, Seth Berkman’s coverage of the salary cuts for The New York Times                

revealed that the player’s association does not have a collective bargaining agreement, meaning             

that female players have little recourse to unfair labor practices other than to simply walk away -                 

which, to be fair, a generous opt-out clause in their contracts would allow them to do. However,                 

the salary cut resulted in no departures from the league, which surprised many. Several teams               

later admitted to contemplating sitting out the scheduled match immediately following the            

announcement of the salary cuts, which some believe would have led to the collapse of the                

league itself. Berkman reports that Ashley Johnson, captain of the Riveters and one of the team’s                

representatives to the player’s association, was one of the first to hear about the cuts after the                 

decision was made and later confirmed that the players made the difficult decision to play               

anyway. “I definitely get it,” Johnston told the Times,. “[Wanting to sit out] is an immediate                

reaction. ...[T]here’s nothing easy about this situation.” Following the league’s announcement           

that it would be shortening its second season to accommodate players who will be training for                

international tournaments, Nick Forrester of Excelle Sports reported that Connecticut Whale           
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player Anya Battaglino was named the new director of the player’s association and in that               

capacity has served as a liaison for the league to the press . “It is extremely important for the                  3

players to get a seat at the table to advocate for the betterment of the league,” she said in a                    

February press release issued by the NWHL. “Being the voice of the athletes is an extremely                

important task. I’m grateful to have the support of all of the representatives to continue our                

conversations into the off season to grow the league and strive for success for all of women’s                 

hockey.” 

Rachel Llanes, a forward with the Boston Pride, compared the league’s situations to the              

difficulties that female athletes in many sports have to face. “I’m going to continue to look at this                  

from a business standpoint,” she told The New York Times. “It happens everywhere in the real                

world. It’s huge for us. It gives us an opportunity to take a step in a different direction. Maybe                   

we can ask a little bit more of ourselves to grow the game. You see the U.S. national team for                    

soccer, the amount they had to put in. That was huge. I don’t think we’re anywhere near that                  

yet.” While the revelation of the wage inequality amongst the United States’s national men’s and               

women’s soccer teams was a huge moment for women in sports, not as much effort has been                 

made to ensure equality between non-national, professional leagues, perhaps because few have            

ever tried to pay female players a living wage (or even at all). 

According to the league itself, the inaugural season saw crowds of 1,000 per game on               

average, with attendees paying around $20 per ticket. The comparatively low cost of tickets with               

regard to the average price of NHL games has been attractive to spectators. “You can’t beat a                 

game like this,” said hockey fan Mike Martorella in a 2015 article with Bloomberg Magazine. “I                

3 Battaglino has spoken with local newspapers and radio stations in this capacity, often addressing 
players’ concerns with the league’s unwillingness to disclose of financial information. 
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paid $20 to sit in the front row and watch Olympic-level athletes play right in front of me.”                  

However, league officials claim that the average attendance at the games has fallen to              

approximately 600 since the start of the second season. 

One way that the league could address these difficulties in the future is by looking into                

corporate sponsorships and endorsements for both individual players and the league itself. The             

first official corporate sponsor to sign on with the NWHL was Dunkin Donuts, who announced               

their partnership with the league in December 2015. According to league spokesperson Chris             

Botta, Dunkin Donuts pledged a $50,000 contribution specifically to be used toward protecting             

players’ salaries. (It was this very contribution that allowed for the salary cut to be reduced from                 

50% to 38% when it was applied.) One of the perks for the coffee shop chain is easy to recognize                    

- all four of the NWHL’s teams are located within the chain’s all-important northeastern U.S.               

market. Additionally, by partnering with the NHL as a corporate sponsor one year later in 2016                

as the “Official Coffee of the NHL,” Dunkin Donuts brings itself into competition with the               

Canadian coffee shop chain Tim Horton’s, which has sponsored the NHL for years and in the                

minds of many hockey fans is as important to the sport as the former player from whom the                  

chain derives its name. However, the effectiveness of the partnership with Dunkin Donuts should              

perhaps be reevaluated - according to Seth Berkman’s coverage of the salary cuts for The New                

York Times, before this additional contribution was announced, individual players were given            

$400 gift cards to the chain’s stores. While it’s unclear what percent of their contribution to the                 

league this gift made up, the restrictive nature of a gift card, to the organization itself no less,                  

makes it a questionable offering. This practice could be indicative of the company’s inability to               

take seriously the athletic pursuits of these women, who would benefit much more from a full                
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salary or the ability to purchase equipment rather than doughnuts. The NWHL should examine              

its business dealings - it’s no wonder that the league is suffering if a portion of its funding comes                   

in the form of prepaid coffee. Furthermore, beyond the partnership with Dunkin Donuts, the              

league has yet to enter into a partnership with a second corporate entity.  

This being the case, individual players would ideally be encouraged to seek out             

individual sponsorships with the help of an agent. It’s no secret that for many male players,                

advertisement deals and sponsorships can often be worth a staggering amount. Crosby, who until              

this year has been the highest paid player in the NHL for the last eight years, owes nearly a third                    

of his yearly earnings - $4.5 million out of a total of $15.4 million annually - to endorsement                  

deals with companies such as Verizon, Gatorade and CCM Hockey. Hilary Knight of the New               

York Riveters has competed with the U.S. National Women’s Hockey Team in several winter              

Olympics and as the most well-known player in U.S. women’s hockey, has endorsement deals of               

her own - most notably with Bauer, a maker of hockey equipment. Knight and several others,                

typically only Olympic-level athletes like Meghan Duggan and Amanda Kessel, began their first             

season with representation by agents, but between seasons the amount of players with             

representation doubled. Kaleigh Fratkin, who plays for Connecticut Whale, hired an agent after             

leaving the CWHL for the NWHL, and had this to say about the potential for individual                

sponsorships: “The thing about that is you sit there and you’re like, well, there’s definitely a                

market to market the players, but there was no marketing happening. At least not as much                

marketing as I thought there should be.” 

Clearly, to say that this particular league is floundering because the players are female              

would be a very naive way of looking at the situation, particularly with Rylan’s historical               
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difficulty with being forthcoming with her players regarding league finances. However, despite            

the well-documented tendency of sports leagues (and frankly many new businesses) going under             

after only a few years, one can’t help but wonder if the player’s gender identity plays an                 

important role. Sure, hockey is arguably the fourth-most-popular sport in the United States - but               

it’s worth looking into whether women’s leagues of more popular sports have been any more               

successful. The clear winner in terms of longevity and popularity amongst women’s sports             

leagues is the Women’s National Basketball Association (WNBA), which has been in existence             

for over 20 years. However, no professional women’s football league currently exists and             

women have been without a professional baseball league since the All-American Girls            

Professional Baseball League ceased operations in 1954. For nearly a century, most efforts to              

launch women’s leagues have collapsed due to financial difficulties, lack of interested amongst             

fanbases or a combination of the two factors; money problems, however, is often the most               

significant prohibitive factor. 

Therefore, the NWHL’s distribution of its salaries should be closely examined. As with             

the majority of professional sports, the question of athlete salary negotiations is often both a               

point of contention. Many believe these individuals are overpaid as it is, but often sports fans                

find contract negotiation to be a captivating part of the arduous process of maintaining a               

professional league. What makes the question of the NWHL’s salary negotiations especially            

interesting is not only the absurd salary differential between male and female athletes, but also               

the particular lack of skill with which the administrators of the league have handled funding               

difficulties in their discussions with both players and the press. 
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As of the 2016-2017 season, the NHL’s team salary cap is $73 million, meaning that the                

combined salaries of all of the players on the team cannot exceed this total. The salary cap for                  

the current season is $14.6 million for any individual player, with the highest-paid player being               

Anze Kopitar of the Los Angeles Kings whose salary for this season is a cool $14 million.                 

Within the NWHL, the team salary cap is $270,000 - a figure that itself is less than half of the                    

$575,000 the lowest-paid players in the men’s league stand to make in a year. When this is                 

divided up amongst the individual players, it results in a salary that falls far below the cost of                  

living - the average salary is $15,000. However, the CWHL currently does not pay its players,                

and some would argue that something, anything is better than nothing. Meghan Duggan, a              

former CWHL player and member of the U.S. national team, defected from the Canadian league               

to join the NWHL for its inaugural season, had this to say of her first season with the new                   

league: “From a player's standpoint, it was fantastic, like everything that was promised came              

true. The buildings were full and they did a great job. I enjoyed playing in it. The competition                  

was high, the players were obviously paid which is a step in the right direction for the women’s                  

game.” 

Many critics of the leagues have suggested that both the CWHL and the NWHL should               

merge in order to create a singular professional women’s league. The demonstrated rivalry             

between the teams, as discussed earlier, makes this an unlikely possibility. However, moving             

forward, the teams have taken advantage of opportunities to work together in constructive ways              

for the betterment of women’s hockey as a whole. Journalist Hannah Bevis tweeted on March               

9th that both the Boston Pride and the Boston Blades will representative members who will               

participate in the Boston Bruins’ inaugural Girls Hockey Day, which will invite 400 young              
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female hockey players to an all-day clinic on March 10th where they will experience hands-on               

coaching from hockey professionals. Both the Blades and the Pride will be working with              

high-school-aged girls from two local schools. The presence of women from both leagues, and              

especially from teams that experienced disproportionate trade activity due to their proximity to             

each other, is indicative of the two leagues’ respective dedication to fostering young female              

talent in the coming years; however, this should not be perceived as an indication that the                

leagues will progress beyond a professional, courteous relationship at best in coming years. 
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CHAPTER THREE: STAR POWER WITHIN THE NWHL 

Three of the NWHL’s central figures - Amanda Kessel, Kelsey Koelzer and Harrison             

Browne - have served as indicators for how this league in particular is prepared to address and                 

embrace the impact that complex social identities have in the world of women’s sports. Much               

like the historical development of women’s hockey over the last century, the NWHL has found               

success in terms of publicity by lifting up its individual players, many of whom have already                

made names for themselves by competing internationally or breaking NCAA records as college             

athletes. However, in additions to these athletes’ demonstrated skill, what makes this strategy             

particularly interesting, and arguably effective, is that certain key players are exceptionally            

representative of social issues that have entered conversations about women hockey with            

increasing frequency. Questions of salary disparity, racial diversity and gender identity are            

driving the conversation about women in sports, and in many ways the social significance of               

sports in general. 

After the conclusion of its first season, the NWHL made headlines with one of its newest                

signings. Amanda Kessel, a star forward with the University of Minnesota’s Golden Gophers ice              

hockey team, was picked up by the New York Riveters on a one-year contract on May 1st, 2016.                  

“Pumped to be a part of the [New York Riveters] and continue to grow women’s hockey!” she                 

tweeted as her signing was announced, reiterating the league’s commitment to growing the sport              

of women’s hockey by giving female athletes additional opportunities to compete professionally.            

The deal attracted a lot of attention within the women’s hockey community for several reasons,               

not the least of which is that Kessel is a verifiable star. Yahoo! Sport’s Josh Cooper reports that                  

as part of the national team for United States, Kessel won a silver medal at the 2012 Women’s                  
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World Championship and returned for the gold medal the following year. She also led her               

college hockey team to the final of the NCAA national championships, scoring the             

game-winning goal in March 2013 and earning the Patty Kazmaier Award for collegiate national              

player of the year. After sustaining a concussion while competing in the Olympics with the U.S.                

national women’s team, Kessel wasn’t able to play at all during her senior season, making her                

ineligible for the NWHL’s inaugural draft. She ultimately returned to the Golden Gophers in              

February 2016, bringing her stellar college career to an end. 

However, when the deal started to reach those outside the community, more focus was              

paid to the financial terms of the signing. Kessel’s contract, which offers her $26,000 for her                

yearlong commitment, made her the highest-paid professional women’s hockey player in North            

America - a title which she still holds at the conclusion of the season. Kessel’s contract is further                  

complicated when put into the context of her family. Born and raised in Madison, Wisconsin,               

Kessel is only one of several professional hockey players who have emerged from her immediate               

family. Her younger brother Blake Kessel, despite not having much luck breaking into the NHL,               

currently plays for the Kalamazoo Wings, which are a mid-level league affiliate of the Tampa               

Bay Lightning. However, their older brother Phil Kessel is an NHL phenomenon. As a forward               

with the Pittsburgh Penguins, the current Stanley Cup champions within the NHL, Phil has been               

one of the top 15 scorers in the league for the entirety of the current season . Salary information                  4

for Blake is difficult to identify, largely due to the frequency with which he is traded, but the                  

fascination with just how much NHL players are paid has resulted in an uncomfortable              

comparison of Amanda and Phil’s salaries. In 2015, he was acquired by Pittsburgh from his               

4 According to “NHL Player Points Statistics - 2016-2017,” maintained by ESPN. 
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former team the Toronto Maple Leafs, and his trade contract states that he will earn a salary of                  

$7 million during the 2016-2017 season in addition to his $2 million signing bonus . Excluding               5

any performance bonuses for either sibling, Phil’s $9 million salary is approximately 350 times              

what Amanda earns; inversely, Amanda’s salary is approximately 0.3% of what Phil earns. 

These numbers are shocking. Of course, there is context to be considered - it’s been               

demonstrated that the NWHL simply doesn’t have the funds to pay its players to the degree that                 

the NHL does, so to compare them outright in order to make a point like this is unfair. However,                   

the fact remains that the men’s league is able to accrue such resources from corporate sponsors                

and advertisers to pay their players millions whereas the women’s league cannot, and it’s not just                

because of the newness of the league, but from a disinterest in funding women’s sports that                

stems from sexist biases against the athleticism and skill of female athletes. 

Amanda Kessel’s contract and the subsequent discussion of salary disparity between men            

and women’s leagues has been instrumental on casting light onto the huge impact that              

availability of funds, in particular the lack thereof, has had upon the development of the NWHL.                

In addition to their individual salaries, players can receive a bonus equal to 15% of the sales of                  

their respective jerseys from the league’s online store, which has prompted dedicated fans of the               

league to campaign for purchasing league apparel. (I’m going to expand on fans’ social media               

campaigns as well as a ticket-buying initiative that sought to funnel additional money into the               

league on behalf of fans of women’s hockey who are not geographically close enough to the                

northeastern league to attend games but wish to support the players and indicate fan interest by                

purchasing tickets.) 

5 According to Spotrac.com, a popular website for tracking professional athletes’ salaries and contracts. Other 
websites often report even higher numbers: CapFriendly.com reports that he may be making as much as $8 million 
per year as a base salary, and NHLNumbers.com reports a salary of $10.2 million including bonuses. 
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The NHL has been slammed in the past for its apparent refusal to move toward a                

promotional model that emphasizes individual players who have become fan favorites, such as             

Crosby, Alexander Ovechkin of the Washington Capitals or Connor McDavid of the Edmonton             

Oilers. “For women’s hockey, we certainly take it upon ourselves to push the game forward               

everyday,” Meghan Duggan told Betsy Osterberger, who writes for the University of            

Wisconsin’s student newspaper. Duggan, a graduate of the University of Wisconsin - Madison,             

emphasized that the players themselves as much as the administrative staff want to the the               

NWHL thrive and possibly expand. “We would love if it got to NHL status, absolutely, [but] it’s                 

just not where the game’s at now, so we take all the opportunities we can to continue to push the                    

game, to continue to help it grow.” 

“I think there is definitely a different mindset with women’s hockey,” said Emily Clark in               

Osterberger’s article. “And everyone has the same goals, more to grow the game and it’s more                

about that than individual success.” Currently in her third year with the University Wiscon’s              

women’s ice hockey, Clark joined the Canadian National Women’s Team in 2014 at the annual 4                

Nations Cup, which saw the team take second place. Clark’s comments suggest that she herself               

may be a future draft pick. 

“[I]f you look at [U of Wisconsin senior Ann-Renée Desbiens’s] fan base, a lot of them                

are little girls who love coming to the game and love seeing Ann. They want to be Ann, they                   

want to be a hockey player,” U of Wisconsin junior Annie Pankowski told Osterberger. “And so                

I think that if we can be those role models, for types of girls, I think that people will start to                     

understand what else goes with coming to the games, its [women’s hockey] is going to take off                 

exponentially and the fan base will be huge.” The NWHL certainly understands this. The league,               
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as well as many of its players, often use hashtags such as #GrowTheGame and #FutureDraftPick               

on social media, which often accompany photographs of young girls in hockey gear or cheering               

on their favorite teams in the stands. 

Of course, the question of compensation is worth revisiting in this context. Mary Jo              

Kane, the director of the Tucker Center for Research on Girls and Women in Sport at the                 

University of Minnesota, told The New York Times that the NWHL salary, though not enough to                

live on, could signal a change in the way we assign cultural value to female athletes. “If nothing                  

else, it’s a symbolic statement that these women should be acknowledged financially, because             

that’s how we basically acknowledge everything,” Kane said. “This could be a pivotal moment              

in women’s hockey.” 

The vast majority of NWHL players are American nationals, with Canada a distant             

second as a source of talent. Currently there are only two players with the NWHL who hail from                  

elsewhere: Sojung Shin of South Korea as Janine Weber of Austria. Previously, Yekaterina             

Smolentseva and Liudmila Belyakova, both hailing from Russia, as well as Nana Fujimoto of              

Japan played for the leagues but didn’t return to the league for a second season due to obligations                  

to their national hockey teams; many American and Canadian players will be making the same               

decision leading up to the Olympics, possibly decimating the NWHL’s most recent rosters. 

The NWHL is also noteworthy for the concentration of openly gay athletes within the              

league. One such player is Kourtney Kunichika, who joined the Buffalo Beauts for their              

inaugural season in 2015. Kunichika is a forward who previously played for the Rochester              

Institute of Technology’s women’s ice hockey team. On September 3rd, 2016, she became             

engaged to her girlfriend Cait Adams and shared the news via social media. Approximately one               
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month later, she humorously tweeted that a member of the team’s NHL affiliate, the Sabres, had                

unknowingly flirted with her fiancée, likely at a publicity event. The exchange, while certainly              

funny, is indicative of the league’s heteronormative assumptions regarding women within the            

hockey community. There are additional queer female athletes within the league whom I have              

come to know from my research, though few have been as open with their private lives as                 

Kunichika has; out of respect for their privacy I will refrain from naming further players, but                

their decision to casually live openly queer lives as pro athletes is commendable. 

Few have ever said that hockey is a sport that is particularly well known for its inclusion                 

of people of color. According to a 2011 survey, 93% of NHL players self-identified as white,                

while only 7% were of any other ethnicity. Typically, any efforts made by the sport to engage                 

with non-white players and fans tend to yield steady but slow result. However, the NWHL could                6

be one of the first leagues with the potential to make significant strides in terms of embracing                 

players of color. Kelsey Koelzer, an African-American woman, was drafted first overall in June              

2016 league draft by the New York Riveters. Seth Berkman of The New York Times reports that                 

she is believed to be the first African-American player of any gender to be selected first overall                 

in any top-tier hockey league. As the captain of Princeton University’s women’s ice hockey              7

team and a member of Team USA’s under-22 women’s team, Koelzer was a top-10 finalist for                

the Patty Kazmaier award in 2017. On March 7th, Adele Jackson-Gibson reported for Excelle              

Sports that Koelzer had signed a contract with the Riveters upon the conclusion of her final                

6 Shannon Ryan of the Chicago Tribune reports that the national media research company Scarborough found that in 
2015, African-American fans had the highest growth rate among NHL fans at 1.4 times the overall rate. 
7 Incidentally, the NHL also had a player of color go first overall in the 2016 player draft - Auston Matthews, a 
Latino man of Mexican heritage who was selected by the Toronto Maple Leafs. He is the highest-drafted player of 
color in NHL history, beating out Seth Jones, who was selected fourth overall in 2013. 
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season of college hockey and would be joining the team for the remainder of the season as well                  

as their playoff run. 

Koelzer’s signing has reintroduced the topic of players of color in professional hockey.             

She herself is aware of the cultural significance of her status as a black female athlete in a largely                   

white sport. “I personally don’t know that I’ve played against many African-American people             

growing up,” Koelzer told The New York Times. “I really do take pride in the fact that I could be                    

a mentor and a model for other young girls, to see it really is possible if you put the work in no                      

matter your situation or where you’re from.” The NHL currently has 26 black athletes on their                

rosters. Though the league doesn’t publish exactly how many players it maintains, each of its 30                

teams are allowed to list 23 players on their active roster, so anywhere between 750-800 players                

would be a fair estimate when one includes players who are considered inactive due to injury.                

This suggests that approximately 3.5-3.7% of the league is black. The NWHL has slightly more               

success engaging black athletes; according to the NWHL’s most recent rosters, their league is              

approximately 4% black. In 2016, the league signed Blake Bolden, who was also the first black                

woman to play in the CWHL, to the Boston Pride. “I love when younger black girls come up to                   

me and talk to me,” Bolden told William Douglas with Color of Hockey. “I always give them my                  

contact information because it is a responsibility. I strongly encourage black girls to pick up a                

stick because hockey consumes me. It’s my favorite thing to do, it’s my home, essentially.”               

Since then, Bolden has been joined by Koelzer, new signee Kaliya Johnson and 2015 draft pick                

Sarah Nurse as the caucus of black women with the league. The NWHL is further populated by                 

notable women of color, including Rachel Llanes, Jessica Koizumi, Kourtney Kunichika, Nana            

Fujimoto, and Sojun Shin. My personal calculations indicate that approximately 11-13% of the             
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league self-identifies as women of color, which is a significant step forward compared to the               

NHL’s 7%. 

Interestingly, the NWHL is the first American league to engage with gender identity in an               

athletic context and is leading the way in accepting and supporting transgender athletes. On              

October 7th, 2016, Harrison Browne became the first athlete in U.S. professional team sports to               

come out as transgender. Browne, a 23-year-old forward with the Buffalo Beauts who is              

nicknamed “Brownie,” identifies as a man and uses the pronouns “he/him” to refer to himself.               

As a result of Browne’s coming out, on December 27th, 2016, the NWHL announced that it                

would be implementing a policy for transgender athletes within the league, making the league              

the first in the United States (and likely globally) to have a policy that specifically references                

transgender athletes, much less one that actually encourages their participation within the sport.  

In response to the generally positive reception of his disclosure, Browne began sharing             

videos on YouTube documenting his daily life as a hockey player and a transgender man. In                

January of 2017, Browne posted a video to his YouTube channel reacting to online criticism he’d                

received from individuals within the trans community regard his decision to remain within a              

women’s hockey league. First, Browne explained the NWHL’s policy regarding transgender           

athletes in his own words. “Trans women can play in the league as long as the hormone                 

suppressors that they’ve been taking allow them to have the same estrogen levels as a cis[gender]                

female… Trans men are allowed to play in the league, so anyone that’s born female is allowed to                  

play in the league as long as they haven’t taken hormone therapy to achieve their desired gender,                 

which would be male for me,” he explained. “So as long as I haven’t taken testosterone, I’m                 

allowed to play, and that is the same rule for everybody else.” Rather than being a discriminatory                 
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policy against transgender males, this policy reflects the World Anti-Doping Agency’s decision            

to ban androgenic substances like testosterone in professional sports for athletes of any gender. 

As for his own decision to remain with the league as a person who identifies as male,                 

Browne dove into the distinctions between the physical conduct that is permitted in the male and                

female iterations of professional hockey. “It may be different for other sports, but men’s hockey               

versus women’s hockey… It’s a different game. [O]ne of the reasons why I’m still playing               

women’s hockey is because I’ve never been trained to bodycheck,” he explained. Bodychecking             

refers to the act of attempting to separate an opposing team’s player from the puck by physically                 

hitting them with the force of one’s own body. This is permitted and encouraged within the                

men’s leagues, but is considered illegal in women’s leagues. Browne explains that he began              

playing hockey at the age of nine, which is considered later than usual for professional players                

who often begin the sport before they’ve even started school. He goes on to explain that around                 

age ten, at which point the size differential between male and female children begins to become                

noticeable, checking is introduced and boys and girls are usually split into separate teams with               

the number one concern being safety for the girls. Because of his late start, Browne has never                 

played men’s hockey and would be placing himself in considerable risk at only 5’5” and 128 lbs                 

by attempting to play in a men’s league like the NHL, where the average player is over 200 lbs                   

and 6’1”. 

It’s clear why Browne’s coming out was a big moment for the league, but his bravery has                 

propelled him into the mainstream sports world. He’s arguably become one of the first sports               

heroes for transgender people, and is particularly popular amongst fans. His name-and-number            

t-shirts and jerseys were the third most popular of the 2016-2017 season, following only Knight               
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and Kessel. As someone who appeals both to the demographic which he’s come to represent as                

well as hockey fans in general, Browne has risen to the top as the prime candidate to be the face                    

of transgender people in professional sports. On March 19th, 2017, Browne also became the first               

transgender athlete to be part of a championship-winning team in American sports when the              

Buffalo Beauts won the Isobel Cup Championship. However, despite his praiseworthy individual            

season and first championship win, Browne announced that he would be retiring from             

professional hockey at the conclusion of the Isobel Cup playoffs in order to pursue medically               

transitioning. Browne would be prohibited from pursuing testosterone hormonal therapy as long            

as he remained a member of a women’s team, and in a video on his YouTube channel, he                  

indicated that the strain of gender dysphoria has become too significant a detractor from the joy                

of the sport to postpone transitioning any longer. With his career coming to a close, transgender                

athletes and allies will surely appreciate for years to come the impact that Browne has had on the                  

inclusion of transgender individuals in the world of hockey and likely beyond. 

Kessel, Koelzer and Browne are each representative of varying ways that complex            

iterations of identity - gender, race and gender identity - are being welcomed by the NWHL. For                 

young athletes with dreams of playing professionally, the NWHL surely stands out as a league               

that is willing to put in the work to create an environment that is both professionally competitive                 

and socially just. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE GLOBAL FUTURE OF WOMEN’S HOCKEY 

International play continues to be the most significant driving factor for the development             

of women’s ice hockey in global markets where the sport has not yet been solidly established.                

According to the IIHF, the number of registered female players worldwide grew from 153,665 in               

2007 to 170,872 in 2010; in the United States alone, there were 52,469 players in 2005. The                 

federation boasts that there are teams of women’s hockey players on every continent. In 2011, 36                

national teams applied to be a part of the IIHF’s Women’s World Championship program, of               

which half also registered teams of junior players under the age of 18. As of 2017, 48 nations                  

now host national women’s ice hockey teams that compete in various international tournaments             

in addition to the Women’s World Championship. Overall, the growth of the sport in both its                

male and female iterations is most significant in Asia, where more opportunities for             

intercontinental competition have helped women’s national teams attract the financial support           

and talent necessary to maintain the presence of women’s hockey in their respective countries. 

In the spring of 2017, the U.S. women’s national hockey team, through a brilliantly              

organized boycott campaign, brought national attention to the sport in an unprecedented way. On              

March 15th, the vast majority of the team, which is largely made up of NWHL and CWHL                 

players along with some college athletes, announced via social media that they would not              

participate in the 2017 IIHF Women’s World Championships unless USA Hockey, the country’s             

governing organization, would negotiate with them regarding several complaints. Essentially, the           

women want to receive fair and just wages, more promotion and advertising for women’s hockey               

on every level and a better commitment of funds and resources to girls’ hockey development.               

Though USA Hockey initially refused and attempted to recruit a new team from college- and               
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high-school-aged players, the organizing efforts of the team’s leaders, including Knight and            

Duggan, prevented them from gathering enough women willing to cross the noncorporeal picket             

line. Interestingly, the women were able to see such success by co-opting messaging that              

originated within the NWHL or were similar in tone, including hashtags like #GrowTheGame             

and #BeBoldForChange as well as sharing photographs of young female fans in support of the               

team. These efforts in particular were tremendously helpful in attracting attention from national             

news media, to whom the messaging appealed greatly. On March 28th, the team and USA               

Hockey reached an agreement that would ensure the team’s involvement in the tournament,             

where they won yet another gold medal by beating Canada’s national women’s team in overtime.               

Following the storybook final match, the #BeBoldForChange hashtag was transformed to           

#BeBoldForGold, capitalizing on the team’s success as well as reiterating the strength and             

tenacity of this group of athletes. In all, the events most likely brought as much attention to                 

women’s hockey in North America as the formation of the NWHL itself. 

One of the newest national teams is that of India, which according to a report in                

Indiatimes is making a significant go at joining Asia’s growing ice hockey market . Author              8

Maninder Dabas writes that the team, like most women’s hockey initiatives, suffers from a lack               

of funding. According to Dabas, the team would need to have support from 75% of affiliate                

member states in order to receive funding from the government, which hasn’t been possible              

largely due to the lack of cultural interest in ice hockey in India. As a result, are often forced to                    

pay for necessities like equipment and travel themselves. In order to draw attention to the team                

8 Sheng Peng’s coverage of the growth of men’s hockey in China, bolstered by the Russian Kontinental 
Hockey League, indicates that in coming years, Asia hopes to carve out a place in the world of 
international competitive ice hockey. 
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and attempt to raise money through crowdfunding, the team partnered with independent            

filmmakers Batul Kapasi and Shuvro Ghoshal to produce a short documentary that they shared              

on YouTube in 2016. As a result of their campaign, the team was able to raise over 700,000                  

rupees, which today equals approximately $10,500, that helped them make the trip to Taiwan for               

the Asia Cup. 

Another challenge for the Indian women’s team is a lack of facilities. The cold climate of                

the Himalayan region is conducive to the formation of natural ice rinks in pounds scattered               

throughout the mountains, on which the players typically practiced. When it came time for the               

team to prepare for international play, the team had to work around the fact that the nearest                 

full-size rink is located approximately 10 hours away by car and isn’t regularly maintained due               

to a lack of funds. To train, they decided to get creative. Dabas recounts that the women, in                  

groups of four, have had to assemble their own tournament-sized rink by pouring water from               

buckets into a pool mold. Using 3,000 liters of water per day, the women would work from eight                  

in the evening until three in the morning to prepare the rink for the day. The water would freeze                   

instantly, either in the mold or on the women's hands and clothes. Despite the struggle to develop                 

in such adverse conditions, the team’s efforts seem to have paid off, resulting in some               

international success. At the Asia cup, which incidentally marked the first time the team played               

on a professional ice rink, goaltender Noor Jahan received the award for best goalkeeper in the                

tournament, blocking 193 shots out of 229 and boasting a save percentage of 0.842. Within               

women’s hockey, which tends to be a higher-scoring game than men’s, Jahan’s percentage is              

exceptional considering that her professional experience is severely limited. To put this in             

perspective, NWHL goaltenders tend to have save percentages between approximately 0.84 and            
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0.93. On March 9th, 2017, Hockey Night in Canada Punjabi reported that the Indian women’s               

national team claimed their first international victory at the Challenge Cup of Asia, which is a                

tournament sponsored by the IIHF designed to provide additional competitive opportunity to            

teams that compete in the lower brackets of World Championship competitions. 

Another Asian nation that has seen significant growth of its women’s hockey program is              

Thailand. Head coach Juhani Ijas, recruited from Finland, believes the desire to be successful on               

an intercontinental level is encouraging to the team’s development. “The players are motivated             

by the opportunity to travel to Japan and take part in the Winter Games. That's the number one                  

thing,” said Ijas in an interview with the IIHF. “They are used to playing against teams like Hong                  

Kong, Malaysia or the United Arab Emirates. Now they have a chance to play Japan in a peak                  

event like this, that's motivates them.” Japan’s women’s hockey team, despite never placing             

higher than seventh at the Women’s World Championship, has earned silver at the Asian Games               

tournament each year that it has competed for a total of five times. Last month, they won their                  

first gold medal, defeating their rivals China and Kazakhstan, who are the only other national               

teams to have ever claimed gold. As a result, the Japanese team, which includes three players                

who are play in either the NWHL or the CWHL, become the team to beat in the eastern                  

hemisphere. The team’s commitment to international play is so strong that Nana Fujimoto,             

whose performance as the starting goaltender for the New York Riveters in their first season was                

excellent, declined to participate in the 2016-2017 season in order to train and compete in Japan,                

as writer Kevin Colelli predicted would happen. 

Of course, the significance of international play isn’t always good for the growth of              

professional leagues. Unlike the NHL, which didn’t see its players compete in the Olympics until               
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1998, all active women’s leagues were formed after women’s ice hockey was added to the winter                

Olympic games. As a result, when the time comes for players to choose between rejoining their                

professional teams or training for international tournaments, their loyalties tend to lie with their              

national teams. More concern about the fate of the NWHL arose once fans realized that the 2018                 

Winter Olympics will undoubtedly result in some of the bigger names in the NWHL electing to                

make either temporary or permanent departures from the league in the coming year. NHL              

players, if and when their league elects to allow them to participate in the Olympics, do not need                  

to take significant time off from their already grueling competition schedule to train as they               

essentially are already in training full time. However, female hockey players often have to take               

leaves of absence from school and work in order to train with their team for international                

appearances. Cimini predicts that the NWHL, as well as the CWHL, will suffer from the loss of                 

many of their big-name players in the 2017-2018 season due to the commencement of Olympic               

training for the United States and Canadian teams, which begins in September. It’s likely that               

big-name players like Knight, Kessel and Pfalzer will need step back from the NWHL in 2018,                

as players like Fujimoto have already chosen to do. Cimini argues that this will lead to a dip in                   

fan attendance, and suggests the league will have to focus on marketing to a larger body of local                  

sports fans in order to fill seats. 

At this time it is unclear whether the league will be able to withstand the loss of some of                   

its most popular and recognizable players. However, the USWNT’s commitment to increasing            

the marketing of women’s hockey, as well as girls’ development programs, suggests that these              

women are going to put up a fight to keep the league. As a result of their work, the number of                     

North American female hockey players and fans is expected to increase significantly over the              
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next decade, meaning a larger body of talent from which to pull players as well as a young                  

fanbase that craves a league whose players look like them. The NWHL was built by strong,                

diverse, and educated women - precisely the type of athletes that are going to inspire young                

players to not just try to reach the top-tier league, but to go out and build their own. Until then,                    

the league is prepared to continue developing its women in a socially-conscious environment that              

has been proven to produce some of the most talented athletes in the world, who addition to their                  

talent strongly value diversity, partnership and community in a way that has yet to be matched in                 

the mainstream world of sports. 
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Process Document 

[Author’s note: For the sake of this document, the three-tiered division of the production              

process will be applied to the creation of my thesis project, rather than the production of the                 

full-length documentary that my thesis proposes to make. This is necessarily to clarify as the               

chapter referring to the post-production of my thesis overlaps with the preproduction of my              

full-length project.] 

I. Pre-Production 

I first came to the conclusion that I would be changing my thesis subject in early January.                 

For the first semester of my senior year, I’d set about working on an examination of ethics in                  

documentary. My goal in writing my thesis has always been to create something with practical               

applications that I can carry with me when I transition to a career, so in order to narrow the scope                    

of my investigation of ethical breaches in documentary, I decided to try to create a manual for                 

myself as an ethical creator. Essentially, I was going to identify particular offenses in a selection                

of films, attempt to explain what had gone wrong, and propose a fairer and “better” way to                 

approach the subject of the films. However, from the jump there were several major problems.               

The simplest to state is that my selection process for the films I was going to include was                  

nonsense - some were historically significant while some were contemporary, and some were             

backed by major studies while others were small independent projects, but none had very much               

in common other than that I myself had viewed them. Another problem was that trying to                

categories the seemingly random assortment of films I’d chosen was nightmarish in that the              

ethical qualms I’d noted couldn’t always be neatly sorted into the three contexts I’d chosen,               

which were economic, cinematic and humanist. The nail in the coffin of my documentary thesis               
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was that I was simply afraid of making a point. I’d come to the conclusion that I can’t fairly                   

condemn filmmakers with decades of experience and knowledge for making certain ethical            

compromises that I can’t be sure I won’t make myself in my career as a filmmaker. 

Understanding that I couldn’t continue with my work, I met with my second reader              

Susanna Horng for the first time. I’d given her a copy of my original draft, confessed that I                  

wasn’t in love with it anymore and began telling her about a passion project of mine that I’d been                   

thinking about working into my graduate studies. “I want to make a documentary about women’s               

hockey,” I told her during our first meeting. After I told her about my subject and the angles                  

through which I want to examine it, she became very excited. We talked about the possibility of                 

things that seemed too far-off to have ever really crossed my mind: attaching producers, meeting               

with subjects and distributing the film to festivals. I left her office more energized that I’d ever                 

felt about my thesis work and wrote over 2,500 words that night. 

After I began the process of dumping everything I know about women’s hockey into a               

Google document, I thought about how I’d be structuring this project. I’d always wanted to               

include a creative component with my work (I actually made the switch from Politics, Rights and                

Development to CCCP so that I could do so), but with my original topic, I couldn’t find a way to                    

do so. With this project, I generated several ideas that I’ve distilled into one. The first half of my                   

project will be more traditional, consisting of a research paper that examines the development of               

women’s hockey and looks closely at the National Women’s Hockey League, which is my              

primary subject. It also includes a digital timeline of the growth of the sport using source                

material such as archival photographs, video interviews and quotes from influential figures. The             

second half of my thesis is what I’m calling a creative package, and it consists of several pieces.                  
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The first is a project overview of the film itself - a conceptualization of what a documentary                 

about the NWHL would look like, how it would be pitched to investors and introduced to                

potential crew members. What is crucial about this document is that I will absolutely be using it                 

for its intended purpose, so as much as it is a creative piece, it’s very real. Accompanying this                  

overview will be a detailed budget of the project, built using guidance from industry              

professionals. Though the precise dollar amounts are subject to change, much like the project              

overview this budget will be used in a practical sense to actually produce this film. Lastly, I’ll be                  

including a video trailer consisting of footage of live NWHL games that I attended along with a                 

video interview of an NYU student who is a former women’s hockey player. I’m confident that                

none of this footage will ever be used in the legitimate documentary I intend to produce, largely                 

because of rights difficulties but also due to a quality gap in terms of video and sound. However,                  

I’m creating this quasi-trailer in hopes of showcasing my film production skills including             

interviewing, cinematography, and editing. 

II. Production 

For the most part, writing this thesis has been the most fun I’ve had working on an                 

academic project during the entirety of my undergraduate career. I’m really in love with my topic                

and have been fortunate enough to be fairly knowledgeable about it as well, meaning that the                

writing and components came naturally. 

Data visualization was also a really fun medium to tackle. I’ve produced an interactive              

timeline of the history of women’s hockey, pulling heavily from my essay and using media               

content from outside sources (which have been appropriately designated). I felt it was important              

to find a way to draw in those who will be engaging with my thesis who may not be as                    
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well-versed in hockey as a sport or have any knowledge about women’s involvement, especially              

because of my predisposition to using a lot of acronyms. The timeline certainly makes it easier to                 

follow the development of the sport, but I came across an interesting problem when I was putting                 

it together. Due largely to centuries of ignorance of women in sports, there’s been poor               

record-keeping when it comes to official dates and key influencers that made constructing the              

earliest portion of the history difficult. Competitive leagues with their own agendas have             

different “official” dates of the first women’s hockey game and also lift up different individuals               

as having been more or less influential to the growth of the game. Parsing these dates and trying                  

to construct a holistic look at the state of the sport in the early 20th century was difficult, but I                    

feel as though this may indeed be the first time a timeline has attempted to link the early history                   

with the major milestones of the modern area, and I think that as a journalistic tool, the timeline                  

I’ve made has the potential to be very valuable. 

Of course, as a documentary student of sorts, I conceived of this project as having a video                 

component, but I couldn’t have imagined how difficult it would be to make that happen. Because                

I am not formally a film student and am not currently in any production classes, I was unable to                   

access film equipment from the Tisch School of the Arts that would have been useful for this                 

project. I also don’t currently own any equipment because it’s typically cost-prohibitive. As a              

result, I’ve conducted all videography for my project on an iPhone 6 and used clever adjustments                

like attachable lapel microphones and miniature lenses to make the most of what I have. I’m                

finding that the quality is better than I had expected, but inarguably poorer than what a                

professional could produce. I’m actively searching for outside opportunities to help hone my             
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videography skills so that I can improve upon my work and produce a higher-quality film in the                 

future. 

I’d originally planned to involve interviews with one or two subjects, and ultimately was              

unable to involve either. Kenadee Gallego, a first-year NYU student and former hockey player,              

would have spoken about her experience as a female athlete playing on a high school team made                 

up of mostly men. She ultimately withdrew from the project for personal reasons. Rachel              

Rueckner, a junior at NYU and a sports writer for the Washington Square News, was quite                

charismatic and seemed to be knowledgeable about hockey. However, she declined to participate             

because she believed herself to be insufficiently informed to speak on women’s hockey. While              

disappointing, these developments reflect the realities of working with human subjects -            

sometimes, it just isn’t going to work. 

I decided to make use of the footage I had shot at two NWHL to create a short video                   

showcasing the athlete’s skills. I then overlaid compelling facts about the league as text in hopes                

that it would help the video serve the purpose of a trailer, which is to engage viewers and ideally                   

convince them to watch the full-length project upon its release. 

III. Post-Production 

As I’ve maintained throughout this document, my thesis is an exercise in creating a              

documentary film that I intend to see through to its completion. After I submit the materials                

necessary to fulfill the academic requirements of the Global Liberal Studies curriculum, I’ll             

continue making adjustments to my project overview and budget so that I may show it to                

interested parties. My first two steps will be to build a crew and to find funding sources. 
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One of the individuals who I will be directly targeting in terms of production investment               

is Christine Vachon, a celebrated producer in the independent film industry. In the two decades               

since its founding, Vachon’s production company Killer Films has been involved with many             

highly-praised films including An American Crime (2007), Alice (2014), and Carol (2015).            

Additionally, I’ve been recommended Steven Soderbergh, a producer and director whose notable            

works include Sex, Lies and Videotape (1989), And Everything Is Going Fine (2010), and the               

Oceans series of heist films. At the recommendation of my second reader, I’ll seek to present my                 

creative materials directly to Vachon and Soderbergh in order to pursue their organizations’             

involvement in my full-length project. 

Additionally, a cornerstone of this process will be taking the opportunity to participate in              

competitive fundraising efforts for student films. Each year, NYU’s own Fusion Film Festival is              

produced by Tisch students as a showcase for the work of women in the film industry. One of the                   

major events of the festival is the Docs in the Work, which allows students and recent graduates                 

to present part of an unfinished documentary project to a panel of industry experts who in                

addition to giving their professional advice will discern the most promising project and give an               

award of funding, equipment and software. Since having taken an introductory documentary            

course with Susanna Horng as a sophomore, it’s been my desire to compete in the Docs in the                  

Work program, and I’m confident that my project is a great contender. 

Lastly, I want to speak to the installation of my thesis at the Contemporary Culture and                

Creative Production senior thesis showcase. I’ve decided to present my creative materials in a              

way that emphasizes the purpose of my portfolio and will hopefully both engage and entertain               

attendees. Using two laptops, I will make available both my digital interactive timeline as well as                
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the trailer video, which viewers will be able to navigate at their leisure. Additionally, they will be                 

able to read through my dossier of creative materials, including my budget and one sheet, as well                 

as my primary document. In this way, I position attendees as a producer who is reviewing my                 

proposal as a possible project that they may hope to take on. I’d like them to ask themselves:                  

would they fund this project? What more would they like to know before making a decision?                

What would help them say yes? What would they like to see in a finished version of this film? 

Overall, my biggest goal is to remain committed to my project. I truly believe that my                

work on my thesis has been an excellent way to prepare myself to be an independent filmmaker                 

and helped me cope with the scary thought that I’ll have to take myself through film school on                  

my own, without ever actually going to film school. I can’t let myself get complacent or let the                  

momentum I’ve built up here slip away. My work is unique, it’s compelling and it’s important. I                 

believe in these women and the league that they’ve built. I feel as though it’s my duty to do what                    

I can to help tell their story. 
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One-Sheet 

Biography: 
Kaidia Pickels is a recent graduate of New York University, where she received a B.A. in                

Global Liberal Studies, concentrating on Contemporary Culture and Creative Production. She           
received minors in Documentary and French, and is currently pursuing her M.A. in Humanities,              
also at NYU. Most recently, she worked as a production intern at the National Geographic               
television series “Years of Living Dangerously.” Born and raised in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,            
her professional interests include women’s sports, documentary production and travel. She writes            
at www.medium.com/@kaidia. 

Contact: kaidia@nyu.edu 
 
Project Title: “GROWING THE GAME” 
 
Genre: Sports/Documentary 
 
Logline: 

Superstars in the world of women’s hockey have worked together to form their first              
paying league - but will financial challenges and dwindling crowds kill the NWHL before it can                
fully break into the world’s most notoriously exclusive sport? 
 
Summary: 

In 2015, the National Women’s Hockey League (NWHL) was founded as the first             
professional North American hockey women’s league that would offer its players a salary. Now              
two seasons in, the league continues to struggle with difficulty funding their operations, small              
crowds of nevertheless dedicated fans and less-than-favorable press. Build on the idea that the              
league will help develop women’s and girl’s hockey across the country, the women who lace up                
their skates each game are determined to keep their league alive. 

This film will profile three exceptional players. First is Amanda Kessel, an Olympic             
medalist and the NWHL’s highest-paid player, whose brother just happens to be an NHL              
phenom (and earns 300 times what she makes). Next up is Kelsey Koelzer, a new signee from                 
Princeton who became the highest-drafted black hockey player in history when she was selected              
first overall by the New York Riveters in 2016. Finally, Harrison Browne received national              
attention when he came out as transgender, and in doing so became the first openly trans athlete                 
in American team sports; he later helped the league draft a policy to be more inclusive of                 
transgender hockey players. 

This film will highlight these athletes’ tenacity and dedication to building a foundation             
for future female hockey players by fighting to keep their league afloat on top of achieving their                 
own personal dream of bringing home the league’s championship trophy, the Isobel Cup.  

 

http://www.medium.com/@kaidia
mailto:kaidia@nyu.edu
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Program: [Untitled Women’s Hockey Documentary] 
Format: HD (Nikon D800) 
 
Producer/Director: Kaidia Pickels Research:  20  weeks 
Locations: Newark, NJ; Boston, MA         Prep:    4  weeks 

      Shoot:  12  days (over 6 months) 
Budget Date: 03/06/2017        Wrap:    2  days 

         Edit:    8  weeks 
Total Post:  12  weeks 
    TOTAL:  13  months 

 
 

ABOVE THE LINE TOTAL BUDGET 

1000 Pre-Production and Development $1,000 
2000 Producing Staff $500 
3000 Rights, Music, and Talent $1,500 

   
 TOTAL ABOVE THE LINE (A) $3,000 
 
 

BELOW THE LINE TOTAL BUDGET 

4000 Crew and Personnel $1,000 
5000 Production Expenses $2,500 
6000 Travel and Related Expenses $360 
7000 Post-Production $1,600 
8000 Insurance $1,000 
9000 Office and Administration Costs $720 

10000 Other Required Items $500 
   
 SUB TOTAL $7,680 
 TOTAL BELOW THE LINE (B) $7,680 
 
 SUBTOTAL (ATL + BTL) $10,680 
 CONTINGENCY                                        7.5% $801 
 FISCAL SPONSOR FEE                           5.0% $534 
   
 GRAND TOTAL $12,015 
   
 

 


